
Dynamic learning 
Teaching and learning resources

www.hoddereducation.co.uk/WJEC-GCSE-MasteringMathematics
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Help students get to grips 
with the new style examinations 

in GCSE Mathematics and 
Mathematics – Numeracy with 

resources that build all the necessary 
skills to progress their learning and 

develop their problem-solving skills. 

wE’vE GoT iT CovErED

  Textbooks submitted to wJEC for endorsement

pluS

 interactive resources, self-marking tests and assessments

  Seamless 5 year progression when used in conjunction with  
            KS3 mastering mathematics 

For 
wJEC 
GCSE

Designed for GCSE mathematics 
and GCSE mathematics – Numeracy

Take a look inside for more information 



maSTEriNG maThEmaTiCS 
for wJEC GCSE Student Books
Series editors: Linda Mason and Roger Porkess 

   Provides one book for each 
tier ensuring full coverage, with 
mathematics only content clearly 
highlighted so the specifications can 
be co-taught or taught separately as 
required

   Organises topics into units with plenty 
of problem-solving questions that build 
understanding and fluency enabling 
students to confidently tackle and 
solve real and interesting problems

   Enables students to identify the 
appropriate remediation or extension 
steps they need in order to make the 
best progress, through easy to follow 
progression strands that help to 
identify gaps in learning

   Offers a seamless five year progression 
when used in conjunction with KS3 
Mastering Mathematics

Mastering Mathematics for WJEC GCSE 
Foundation 9781471856372 Sept 2015 £24.99 

Mastering Mathematics for WJEC GCSE 
Intermediate 9781471856518 Sept 2015 £24.99 

mastering mathematics for wJEC GCSE higher 
9781471856525 Oct 2015 £24.99

Bands are used so students can 
identify the relative difficulty of 
units across the strands

A toolbox to remind students of 
the methods they can use

Clear progression strands make it easy to 
identify remediation work and next steps

For Inspection Copies or firm orders fill in the enclosed Order Form or 
visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk/wJEC-GCSE-masteringmathematics

Plenty of practice questions to help students 
understand the tools and methods for the chapter



Sample Chapter
available online

Questions that develop problem 
solving are clearly labelled

Guidance and examples of 
method throughout 

Developing fluency questions provide practice 
in a variety of a contexts and question styles

Reviewing skills provide a succinct set of 
questions that will test skills and understanding 

we are working with wJEC to 
get these resources endorsed

For Inspection Copies or firm orders fill in the enclosed Order Form or 
visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk/wJEC-GCSE-masteringmathematics



Dynamic learning is an innovative online subscription service with interactive 
resources, lesson planning tools, self-marking tests, a variety of assessment 
options and eTextbook elements that all work together to create the ultimate 
classroom and homework resource.

You can buy Teaching and Learning, Whiteboard and Student eTextbooks separately 
or you can purchase the Mastering Mathematics 11-16 Dynamic Learning for WJEC 
GCSE Package at a discounted price. See below for further information.

mastering mathematics 11-16 Dynamic learning for wJEC GCSE focuses on strands 
of learning within the new National Curriculum to improve progression throughout 
secondary Mathematics, offering a seamless five year progression. 
This includes: 

  Mastering Mathematics 11-16 Teaching and Learning resource for WJEC GCSE 

  Three Mastering Mathematics for WJEC GCSE Whiteboard eTextbooks 

  Four KS3 Mastering Mathematics Whiteboard eTextbooks 

prices from £1,040.00 + vaT 9781471857737 September 2015

mastering mathematics 11-16 for wJEC GCSE Teaching and learning resources 
provide you with a cost-effective bank of flexible, ready-to-use resources to support 
the new specifications, available anytime, anywhere.

  Provides you with lesson-ready resources to enable quick and easy planning and 
effective delivery in the classroom, with exercises that can be used for homework 
or assessment

   Supports students of all abilities with remediation and extension material

  Measures progression with online test and assess questions that are automatically 
marked

  Offers additional teaching support with a Scheme of Work and progression grid; 
plus links to MyMaths and other popular resources 

prices from £600 +vaT September 2015 

Our mastering mathematics Student Books are also available as whiteboard 
eTextbooks which are ideal for front-of-class teaching and lesson planning. 

whiteboard eTextbooks are online versions of the printed textbook that enable 
teachers to: 

  Display interactive pages to their class 

  Add notes and highlight areas 

  Add double page spreads into lesson plans 

Teaching and learning resources and whiteboard eTextbooks are fully integrated. 
This means you can access Teaching and learning resources from whiteboard 
eTextbook pages or pages of the whiteboard eTextbook from the Teaching and 
learning library of resources.

prices from £100 + vaT September 2015

Additionally Student eTextbooks are downloadable versions of the printed textbook 
that teachers can assign to students so they can:

  Download and view on any device or browser 

  Add, edit and synchronise notes across 2 devices 

  Access their personal copy on the move 

prices from £6.25 per student october 2015

You can evaluate Dynamic Learning for 30 days – simply fill in the Order Form 
or visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk/wJEC-GCSE-masteringmathematics



Develop understanding and reasoning 
with ready-to-use teaching resources 

Students are encouraged to practise 
and build their problem-solving skills 

Use pre-built opinions to prompt 
discussion and reasoning and to 
address misconceptions 

Dynamic learning 
Teaching and learning resources



Have you seen the new textbook guidance from the NCETM? To download your copy 
and see how we meet the criteria visit 
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/GCSEmasteringmathematics/qualityframework

SEE how wEll wE mEaSurE up 

NCETm 
Features of a good textbook

wJEC hodder 
mastering 
mathematics 
for GCSE

hodder 
mastering 
mathematics 
(KS3)

Check other 
publishers

Coherent and connected , exemplifying a step by step 
approach – show how current ideas  develop from previous 
work

Each concept developed in a step by step approach, 
related to what they know already

Opportunities to develop procedural fluency and 
conceptual understanding

Relevance of  mathematical ideas and how they are used 
to solve problems

Related concepts are presented together

Explicit reference to mistakes and misconceptions and use 
of non-examples

Varied and engaging tasks require students to to notice, 
reason and generalise

Use representations that provide insight

Related electronic resources mirror textbook  and 
provide  dynamic interaction to reason about and explore 
mathematical concepts

Indicates appropriate use of calculators

Provides practice that can be used out of school to help 
develop conceptual understanding and fluency

Opportunities to encourage pupils  to think about applying 
mathematics to everyday contexts and other curricular 
subjects

Formative and summative assessments measure progress 
and inform future learning.  Not merely a collection of 
more questions to practise

Teacher material that supports pedagogy and gives insight 
into the materials that have been chosen

Authors with expert knowledge, who draw on research 
evidence

 

To request Inspection Copies, trial our Dynamic Learning resources   
or to pre-order, please return the enclosed order form or visit:   
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/wJEC-GCSE-masteringmathematics

how will you choose your 
new textbooks?




